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prediction accuracy of hydrologic variables than that of
the non-linear prediction (NLP) method. SSA–SVM
results in a signiﬁcant improvement in the case study on
Singapore rainfall prediction with a correlation coefﬁcient
of 0.70 as opposed to 0.51 obtained by NLP. Similarly,
SSA–SVM yields 58.75% improvement (in terms of
RMSE) over NLP in the runoff prediction for Tryggevælde
catchment.
Figure 7
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Comparison between measured and the predicted flows with SSA–SVM:
verification.

Moreover, the predictions from SVM offer special
advantages as compared to other machine learning techniques like ANN. Unlike ANN, SVM does not require the
architecture to be deﬁned a priori. The structural risk
minimization principle gives SVM the desirable property
to generalize well in the unseen data. The dual representation offers the unique advantage of ease in dealing with
the high-dimensional input vectors without loss of both
generalization accuracy and computational efﬁciency.
The optimization problem formulated for SVM is always
uniquely solvable and, thus, does not suffer from the
limitation of ways of regularization as in ANN, which may
lead them to local minima.
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Scatter plots of verification data for (a) NLP and (b) SSA–SVM.

Figure 8(a, b) show the scatter plots for the veriﬁcation
data with NLP and SSA–SVM, respectively.

Singapore rainfall data, respectively.

NOTATION
The following symbols are used in this paper:
R(b) = actual risk
Remp(b) = empirical risk

CONCLUSIONS

V = conﬁdence interval

In this study, it has been demonstrated that the proposed

h = VC dimension

approach, SSA–SVM, could yield signiﬁcantly higher

x = input data

